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Abstract. Georeferencing is one of the major tasks of satellite-borne remote sensing. Compared to
traditional indirect methods, direct georeferencing through a Global Positioning System/inertial
navigation system requires fewer and simpler steps to obtain exterior orientation parameters of
remotely sensed images. However, the pixel shift caused by geographic positioning error, which
is generally derived from boresight angle as well as terrain topography variation, can have a great
impact on the precision of georeferencing. The distribution of pixel shifts introduced by the posi-
tioning error on a satellite linear push-broom image is quantitatively analyzed. We use the variation
of the object space coordinate to simulate different kinds of positioning errors and terrain topog-
raphy. Then a total differential method was applied to establish a rigorous sensor model in order to
mathematically obtain the relationship between pixel shift and positioning error. Finally, two sim-
ulation experiments are conducted using the imaging parameters of Chang’ E-1 satellite to evaluate
two different kinds of positioning errors. The experimental results have shown that with the exper-
imental parameters, the maximum pixel shift could reach 1.74 pixels. The proposed approach can be
extended to a generic application for imaging error modeling in remote sensing with terrain varia-
tion. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publi-
cation, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JRS.9.095061]
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1 Introduction

An important task of satellite-borne remote sensing is georeferencing which uses internal orien-
tation parameters (IOPs) given by precalibration in a laboratory and exterior orientation parameters
(EOPs) to coregister the remotely sensed images with a real-world geodetic coordinate pixel by
pixel.1 Traditionally, indirect georeferencing has been performed on frame images to acquire the
EOPs which contain information about position and attitude, and then applies either spatial resec-
tion for a single view or the well-known aerial triangulation for multiple views.2 However, this
procedure requires numerous ground control points (GCPs) which are expensive to acquire and
time-consuming to process.3 Furthermore, with the increasing demand of high-spatial resolution
remote sensing imagery, classical frame sensors are gradually replaced by linear push-broom sen-
sors, thus the traditional indirect georeferencing became unsuitable since every scan line of a linear
push-broom sensor has an independent set of EOPs and it would require too many constraints to
satisfy the mathematical relationship.4 As a result, the establishment of a new method that can
perform real-time measurement of the EOPs that correspond to each scan line is inevitable.

Fortunately, with the rapid development of the Global Positioning System/inertial navigation
system (GPS/INS), the EOPs of a linear array sensor at the moment of recording can be
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determined instantaneously without GCPs or additional processes. Consequently, a technology
called direct georeferencing (DG) was proposed which takes advantage of GPS/INS-derived
EOPs to obtain three-dimensional (3-D) object coordinates corresponding to pixels on a linear
push-broom image.5,6 DG is much faster and cheaper than the traditional indirect method when
colinearity equations are employed, and even without any GCPs the absolute georeferencing
accuracy can be better than 20 m and the standard deviation less than 1 pixel, so that it has
drawn a great deal of attention now.7–11

Although DG has many advantages, it is heavily dependent on the position and orientation
precision of its components which are affected by the impreciseness of the instruments themselves
and alignment uncertainties between sensors and the outer environment,3 such as inaccuracy of the
interior and exterior parameters, boresight offsets between GPS/INS and imaging instruments,
imperfection of mutual location of lens system and CCD image receiver, inherent noise of
video sensor, error of lens system, optical inhomogeneity of the atmosphere, tuning effect of
the earth’s curvature, and variations of the terrain elevation.8,12–14 Among those influencing factors,
boresight offsets and terrain variation have a significant impact on the accuracy of georeferencing15

since they could lead to differences between a computed detecting light array and the true light
array, as shown in Fig. 1, resulting in orientation uncertainty and the pixel shifts. Due to the pixel
shifts mentioned above, the sensed positions of object are deviated from their actual positions,
seriously degrading the quality of the georeferencing. However, to our knowledge, only a few
researchers have explicitly focused on this issue. In Refs. 16 and 17, the orientation uncertainty
was linearly compensated using a few GCPs; nevertheless, the distribution of orientation uncer-
tainty-induced pixel shifts is not strictly linear. In Ref. 8, only five points on a linear CCD array
were analyzed which cannot lead to a comprehensive understanding of the pattern of pixel shifts.

In this study, the relationship between positioning error and the corresponding pixel shifts
was quantitatively assessed. The object space coordinate variation of ground points was intro-
duced to formulate the model of the real terrain topography. Under the assumption that the atti-
tude and orbit of the satellite-borne imaging system are stable, the mathematical model between
the positioning error and image pixel shifts on a linear push-broom image is established by the
rigorous sensor model (RSM). Finally, simulation experiments are conducted on the basis of the
Chinese Chang’ E-1 satellite imaging parameters to demonstrate the distribution of pixel shifts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 concisely introduces the related prin-
ciples of a linear push-broom imaging system and the imaging parameters of the Chang’ E-1
satellite. Section 3 describes the modeling of positioning error-induced pixel shifts on the CCD
image plane. Section 4 details the two simulation experiments to give a quantitative illustration
of pixel shifts under different positioning errors. Section 5 gives the simulation results and dis-
cussion. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Principles

2.1 Brief Introduction of Linear Push-Broom Imaging

Different from traditional perspective frame imaging, linear push-broom imaging makes use of
line-central projection to obtain images during the linear CCD flying over an observed area.

Fig. 1 Illustration of positioning error.
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Based on the structure of CCD sensors, they can be categorized into a single-linear CCD sensor,
dual-linear CCD sensor, three-line array CCD sensor, or multiple-line array CCD sensor.
Suppose that one linear image Ii is acquired by a single line of a linear CCD camera at
time ti. Then a push-broom image I can be mathematically defined as a data set of sequential
linear images Ii acquired from the same linear CCD sensor, which is described as follows:18

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;598I ¼ fIiji ¼ 1;2; : : : ; ng; (1)

where i ¼ 1;2; : : : ; n is the push-broom image serial number at each imaging position corre-
sponding to time ti. Each Ii has its own perspective projection center and IOPs and EOPs.

In the image plane, the x-axis is along the push-broom imaging pixel array as the cross-track
direction, and the flight direction, namely the along-track direction, is defined as the y-axis. As
shown in Fig. 2, a single-line push-broom image has one row in the y-axis, and as many columns
as the number of linear CCD pixels in the x-axis. Therefore, it is not difficult to infer that y is
equal to 0 in the single-line push-broom image.

The most commonly used physical camera model for DG is the RSM,19 which can be pre-
sented as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;459
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where ðX; Y; ZÞ is the object space coordinate of an arbitrary ground point P, ðXsi; Ysi; ZsiÞ is the
object space coordinate of the camera optical center at time ti, λ is the projection scaling coef-
ficient, andMi is the rotation matrix containing exterior orientation angles including yaw, pitch,
and roll angles of the imaging CCD platform. ðxi; yiÞ are the image coordinates of the ground
point P in the image space, and f is the focal length of the optical imaging system. The per-
spective spatial model of the image plane, object space coordinate, and camera coordinate sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 3, in which O is the center of the CCD image line, Ow − XYZ is the object
space coordinate, and Oc − XcYcZc is the camera coordinate system.

Fig. 2 Coordinate system of single-line linear CCD image.

Fig. 3 The perspective spatial model.
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2.2 Chang’ E-1 Three-Line Array CCD Imaging Model

The Chinese Chang’ E-1 satellite adopts the three-line array push-broom asynchronous stereo-
scopic method to acquire image data of the lunar surface.20 The Chang’ E-1 linear push-broom
imaging system is composed of an area CCD with a solid-state array measuring 1024 × 1024

pixels. The 11th, 512th, and 1013th linear CCD arrays in the along-track direction are selected to
construct the three-line array CCD imaging system. The three different linear arrays share the
same focal plane at forward, nadir, and backward view, respectively, and the looking angles
between the adjacent views are 16.7 deg. The lunar surface is continuously scanned by the
three views with the same imaging cycle during the fly. Two-dimensional images of the
land surface are acquired, which contain information from three viewing channels and can
be used for 3-D surface reconstruction.

Figure 4 shows the definition of Chang’ E-1 exterior attitude angles, where ϕ, ω, and κ stand
for yaw, pitch, and roll angles, respectively. Figure 5 shows the Chang’ E-1 imaging geometry
and its ground covering track.

3 Modeling of Pixel Shifts Introduced by Positioning Error

As mentioned above, the main objective of this research is to evaluate the effects of positioning
error on the push-broom imagery and to establish a model of the corresponding pixel shifts.
Figure 6 is an illustration of pixel shift which is induced by positioning error in the cross-
track direction. P is the point of the true direction the light array should point at, however,
the calculated direction in which the light array points is Q rather than P because of the

Fig. 4 Configuration of Chang’ E-1 exterior attitude angles.

Fig. 5 Chang’ E-1 three-line array CCD camera imaging process.
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positioning error. Accordingly, the horizontal and vertical differences in the object space coor-
dinates are dX and dZ, respectively, and result in the pixel shift dx on a push-broom image plane.

Since the topographic morphology of the terrain surface can be demonstrated by the combi-
nation of different coordinate values X, Y, and Z in the object space coordinates, taking into
account the uncertainty of the positioning accuracy, the problem discussed in this paper can
be transformed to build an error model between the pixel shift (Δx;Δy) in the image plane
coordinate and the positioning error-induced variation of ground points (X; Y; Z) in the object
space coordinate.

According to the RSM, the imaging process of a push-broom linear CCD can be described by
a collinearity equation,21 given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;474

8><
>:

xi ¼ −f a1ðX−XsiÞþb1ðY−YsiÞþc1ðZ−ZsiÞ
a3ðX−XsiÞþb3ðY−YsiÞþc3ðZ−ZsiÞ

yi ¼ −f a2ðX−XsiÞþb2ðY−YsiÞþc2ðZ−ZsiÞ
a3ðX−XsiÞþb3ðY−YsiÞþc3ðZ−ZsiÞ ;

(3)

where (xi; yi) is the image plane coordinate of the ground point P at time ti, and (X; Y; Z) and
(Xsi; Ysi; Zsi) have the same definition as in Eq. (2). aj, bj, and cj (j ¼ 1;2; 3) are the nine
elements of the rotation matrix that are defined in22

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;376

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

a1 ¼ cos ϕi · cos κi − sin ϕi · sin ωi · sin κi
a2 ¼ − cos ϕi · sin κi − sin ϕi · sin ωi · sin κi
a3 ¼ − sin ϕi · cos ωi

b1 ¼ cos ωi · sin κi
b2 ¼ cos ωi · cos κi
b3 ¼ − sin ωi

c1 ¼ sin ϕi · cos κi þ cos ϕi · sin ωi · sin κi
c2 ¼ − sin ϕi · sin κi þ cos ϕi · sin ωi · sin κi
c3 ¼ cos ϕi · cos ωi;

(4)

where ϕi, ωi, and κi are the yaw, pitch, and roll angles of the linear CCD at time ti. For the
definitions of the attitude angles of Chang’ E-1, refer to Fig. 4.

It is known that a push-broom image is the combination of lines captured by a linear camera,
where the pixel shifts in the along-track direction can be derived from the cross-track pixel shifts.
In other words, only to model the pixel shifts along the x-direction in the image plane is adequate
under the assumption that the imaging platform is stable. Moreover, the relationship between the
positioning error and the pixel shifts of three-line arrays can each be derived from the other since
their relative positions are fixed. Therefore, according to Eqs. (3) and (4), the value of xi can be
decided by the arbitrary ground point (X; Y; Z) and the camera optical center (Xsi; Ysi; Zsi) in the
object space coordinate, the camera attitude angles (ϕi;ωi; κi), and the focal length f. Thus, the
pixel shifts can be expressed as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;118xi ¼ FðX; Y; Z; Xsi; Ysi; Zsi;ϕi;ωi; κi; fÞ: (5)

All variables in the right-hand side of Eq. (5) are independent, this according to the total
differential analysis, it becomes

Fig. 6 Pixel shift induced by positioning error.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;735

dxi ¼ m1 · dX þm2 · dY þm3 · dZ þm4 · dXsi þm5 · dYsi

þm6 · dZsi þm7 · dϕi þm8 · dωi þm9 · dκi þm10 · df; (6)

where mk ðk ¼ 1;2; 3; : : : ; 10Þ are the weighting coefficients of each element. In satellite remote
sensing, the satellite has a stable orbit and is not subject to atmospheric turbulence, so the move-
ment of the satellite could be assumed to be uniform circular motion, thus the orbit height and the
attitude angles are constant:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;646dXsi ¼ dYsi ¼ dZsi ¼ dϕi ¼ dωi ¼ dκi ¼ 0. (7)

Then Eq. (6) becomes

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;116;607dxi ¼ m1 · dX þm2 · dY þm3 · dZ. (8)

The next step is to calculate the weighting coefficients in Eq. (8), which can be obtained by the
following steps:

1. substitute Eq. (4) into Eq. (3) to acquire the polynomial of function F in Eq. (5);
2. expand the polynomial in Eq. (1) and calculate the partial derivative of xi;
3. substitute Eq. (7) into the derivative expression in Eq. (2) to acquire the three weighting

coefficients m1, m2, and m3.

After the above three steps, the unique solutions of weighting coefficients can be calculated as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;116;481

8>><
>>:

m1 ¼ − f
R ½Rðcos ϕi · cos κi − sin ϕi · sin κi · sin ωiÞ þ S · sin ϕi · cos ωi�

m2 ¼ − f
R ðR cos ωi · sin κi þ S · sin ωiÞ

m3 ¼ − f
R ½Rðsin ϕi · cos κi þ cos ϕi · sin ωi · sin κiÞ − S · cos ωi · cos ϕi�;

(9)

where R and S are defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;116;401

8<
:

R ¼ ð− sin ϕi · cos ωiÞðX − XsiÞ − sin ωiðY − YsiÞ þ cos ϕi · cos ωiðZ − ZsiÞ
S ¼ ðcos ϕi · cos κi − sin ϕi · sin ωi · sin κiÞðX − XsiÞ þ cos ωi · sin κiðY − YsiÞ

þ ðsin ϕi · cos κi þ cos ϕi · sin ωi · sin κiÞðZ − ZsiÞ:
(10)

Thus, the mathematical model between the positioning error and the corresponding pixel
shifts on linear push-broom imagery is finished.

4 Experiments

To simulate different kinds of terrain surface variation and positioning errors, the experiment
consists of two parts: the first part focuses on the pixel shifts introduced by constant positioning
errors at different terrain surface points in a given area. The second part demonstrates the pixel
shifts caused by different positioning errors at a fixed terrain surface point. The simulation was
implemented in MATLAB.

The Chang’ E-1 satellite imaging parameters were applied to simulate the pixel shifts cor-
responding to positioning errors. To make use of the model derived in Sec. 4, the following
information is necessary:

1. the focal length of the linear push-broom imaging CCD camera;
2. the initial attitude angles;
3. the satellite and ground point positions in the object space coordinate.

The parameters of the Chang’ E-1 satellite imaging system23 are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 7
is the configuration of the parameters. The linear push-broom imaging sensor covers 60 km in
the cross-track direction at a 120-m spatial resolution, which means that only 500 pixels are
actually being used. We assume that the satellite moves along a straight line and keeps the atti-
tude angles and flight height unchanged. Therefore, the initial exterior angles can be given as
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ϕ ¼ ω ¼ κ ¼ 0. Meanwhile, if we select the nadir view for simulation, it is easy to derive that
Xs ¼ Ys ¼ 0, and Zs is 200 km, which is the satellite orbit altitude.

4.1 Pixel Shifts Caused by Constant Positioning Errors in a Given Area

Due to the swath width of Chang’ E-1, the linear push-broom image is 60 km, and the X range
of the ground points in the object space coordinate can be predefined as (−30;000;30;000)
(unit: m). The corresponding Z is set in the range of (−6000;6000) (unit: m), which means
that along the altitude direction, the altitude Z of the terrain surface point varies from
−6000 m to 6000 m to the base level (Z ¼ 0). A set of points T ¼ fPi;jji ¼ 1;2; 3; : : : ; 61; j ¼
1;2; 3; : : : ; 61g in the given area is selected. The points are uniformly distributed, thus the inter-
vals between these points are 1000 m along the cross-track direction and 200 m along the altitude
direction. The object space coordinate of Pi;j is denoted by (Xi; Yj). Since the spatial resolution
of Chang’ E-1 is 120 m, the positioning error of each point at time T is set to a constant value of
dX ¼ 120 m and dZ ¼ 120 m.

Table 1 Parameters of Chang’ E-1 imaging system.

Pixel size 14 × 14 μm

Focal length 23.3 mm

Imaging perspective (fore, nadir, back) 16.7 deg

Orbit altitude 200 km

Spatial resolution 120 m

Swath width base-to-height ratio 60 km 0.6

Fig. 7 Configuration of Chang’ E-1 imaging parameters. (a) The pixel size of the linear CCD sen-
sor. (b) The ground resolution and swath width of a scan line. (c) The configuration of forward,
nadir, and backward views.

Fig. 8 Distribution of pixel shifts induced by constant positioning error.
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4.2 Pixel Shifts Caused by Different Positioning Errors at a Fixed Ground Point

In order to analyze the pixel shifts introduced by different positioning errors at a fixed point, the
following parameters were set. A specific point X ¼ 500, Z ¼ 0 (unit: m) in the object space
coordinate was selected as the fixed point; the range of positioning errors is set as
dX ∈ ½−200;200�, dZ ∈ ½−100;100� (unit: m), which means the maximum variation of the posi-
tioning error is 200 m along the cross-track direction and 100 m along the altitude direction. The
variation interval is set as ΔðdXÞ ¼ 5, ΔðdZÞ ¼ 2.5 (unit: m).

5 Results and Discussion

The distribution of the absolute values of pixel shifts introduced by the constant positioning error
is shown in Fig. 8. The X-axis and Z-axis indicate the cross-track direction and the altitude
direction in the object space coordinate, respectively. It can be seen that with the increase in
altitude, the pixel shift became larger, although the effect of the X value variation on the
pixel shift was not as great as that of the altitude.

Fig. 9 Comparison of pixel shifts introduced by constant positioning error along the altitude
direction.

Fig. 10 Comparison of pixel shifts introduced by constant positioning error along the cross-track
direction.
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Figure 9 shows the pixel shifts at different Z values along the X-axis. The pixel shifts are
nonlinear and symmetrically distributed along the X-axis like a single valley. The minimum
point is reached at X ¼ 0; in other words, within the same altitude value of Z, the nearer
the imaging point is to the principal point, the smaller the pixel shift it will have. This relation-
ship can also be seen in Fig. 10; with the increase of the absolute value of X, the pixel shifts were
also increased. Because the pixel shifts are symmetrically distributed along the X-axis, we only
illustrate the minus values of X in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the pixel shifts had a linearly
positive correlation on the Z-axis.

Figure 11 shows the pixel shifts induced by different positioning errors at a fixed ground
point, where the axes are defined as in Fig. 8. It is obvious that the positioning errors both
along the cross-track direction dX and altitude direction dZ affect the final distribution signifi-
cantly. If we set dX and dZ to 100 and 50 m, respectively, as illustrated in Table 2, it can be seen
that the pixel shifts introduced by dZ are more serious than those by dX. In addition, the pixel
shifts are symmetrically distributed around the zero value of dX and dZ. Figures 12 and 13
illustrate the pixel shifts introduced by different positioning errors in the altitude direction
and the cross-track direction at a fixed ground point, respectively. As shown in Fig. 9, the ranges
of the two different kinds of positioning errors are from 0 to −100 m and 0 to −200 m, at which

Fig. 11 Distribution of pixel shifts caused by different positioning errors at a fixed point.

Table 2 Pixel shift of fixed dX or dZ .

No.

dX ¼ 100 (m) dZ ¼ 50 (m)

dZ (m) jdx j (pixel) dX (m) jdx j (pixel)
1 −100 1.22 −200 1.72

2 −80 1.10 −160 1.40

3 −60 0.99 −120 1.09

4 −40 0.91 −80 0.80

5 −20 0.85 −40 0.56

6 0 0.83 0 0.45

7 20 0.85 40 0.56

8 40 0.91 80 0.80

9 60 0.99 120 1.09

10 80 1.10 160 1.40

11 100 1.22 200 1.72
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both are halves of their full ranges. With the increase of the absolute values of dX and dZ, the
pixel shifts were increased nonlinearly. It is interesting to notice that when only one of the posi-
tioning errors exists, either the altitude or the cross-track, pixel shifts were piecewise linearly
correlated to the positioning errors as shown in Fig. 12, dZ ¼ 0, and Fig. 13, dX ¼ 0.

Here, we applied dX ¼ 120 m and dZ ¼ 120 m in the first experiment, given that the orbit
height of Chang’ E-1 is 200 km and the angle of the positioning errors is only about 0.0344 deg.
However, the pixel shift of the first experiment reached 0.96 near the nadir view of a low altitude
and reached 1.04 away from the nadir view of a high altitude. In the second experiment, the angle
of the positioning error varies from 0 deg to 0.057 deg while the pixel shift varies from 0 to 1.72.
In other words, though the angles of the positioning error are small, the induced pixel shifts can
have a significant impact on the satellite remote sensing applications such as registration and
change detection.24,25

6 Conclusion

The study was focused on the analysis of the impact of satellite positioning errors on the linear
push-broom remote sensed image in DG. Given that the satellite-borne imaging system moves at
a stable orbit height and attitude, the research contributes to establish the mathematical model
which describes the relationship between positioning errors and pixel shifts. The experiments

Fig. 12 Comparison of pixel shifts introduced by different attitude positioning errors.

Fig. 13 Comparison of pixel shifts introduced by different cross-track positioning errors.
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have been conducted by using the Chang’ E-1 imaging parameters in order to obtain a reasonable
result. Quantitative descriptions of pixel shifts which are induced either by a fixed positioning
error at different terrain ground points or by varied positioning errors at a fixed terrain ground
point were illustrated. The experimental results indicate that the positioning errors along the
altitude direction cause larger pixel shifts than those along the cross-track direction on the linear
push-broom imagery. Furthermore, the pixel shifts are nonlinearly related to the deviation of
positioning errors.

Future study will explore the effects of the positioning error with different flight attitudes and
imaging angles on linear push-broom imagery. This will contribute to find out the relationship
between positioning errors and pixel shifts in any aspect. The pixel shifts’ compensation model
for improving the quality of satellite-borne remote sensing imagery will also be studied.
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